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1. Post-Process Menu
Post-Process is an option from the “Show Results” menu, available for some modules.

Figure 1: Show Results menu

The steps to be followed in order to post-process a result are the same in all the cases:
1.
2.

Select the type of the representation for the results in the first window that appears (post-process window).
Select, on the second window (trace window), the type of the results for the post-processing, set the required options and select the
domain of the representation (only for table and plot representations).

In the next chapters more details are given regarding the functionalities of the two windows that post-process uses to get a customized
result.

2. Post-Process Window
This window allows the user to select the type of representation to visualize the new trace.

Figure 2: Post-Process Window

New Trace options:
-

Table: visualize the results as a table of values indicating, for each value of the domain, the value of the result to be associated.
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Figure 3: Table trace

Plot: visualize the results as a plot of values drawing a line that represent the result values for each value of the domain of
representation.

Figure 4: Plot trace
Most of plots show 2-D curves of a result field versus an input parameter. This type of graphics share aditional features of zoom, raxis
and curves edition, and so on. To read more information about the chart options (when clicking on the rigth button over a chart) see
section 7. Annex I "Graphics advanced options" on GUI User-Guide.

-

Text File: visualize the results on plain text and show the results file.
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Figure 6: Diagram Trace

3. Trace Window

Figure 7: Trace Window
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3.1. Trace Options Panel
This panel allows the user to configure the results that will be shown in the new trace.
-

Simulation Results: in this list, theuser selects the type of the result to visualize. This list only includes the results according to
the type of representation selected fromthe post-process window. For example, if the user selects the “table” option in the postprocess window, the “Current Density” option for the simulation result will not appear because “Current Density” results only
canonly be visualized in diagram trace.

-

Results Type: in this list, the user selects a sub-type form the results selected on the previous list. This list only includes the
sub-types of the results selected on the previous list, modifying it when the user changes the selected value on the “Simulation
Results” list.

-

Results Options: this list is an auxiliary list that will be filled only if the results have other options (additional to the “Result
Type” options). This list will be used, for example, foryhe “Near Field” results that have “Ex”, “Ey”,“Ez”,“ETotal”,“Hx”,“Hy”,“Hz”
and“HTotal” as “Results Type” and “Scatter”, “Direct” and “Total” as “Result Options”.

-

Project Options: allows the user to select which project will take the results to load at that time to bring them into line results.
The projects will be displayed in the list with the name of the project in question, accompanied by the nickname that will put the
loaded result, for example, if the selected project is "Project002.nfp (_1)" and the result selected in "ETheta" when loaded in the
result line will appear as "ETheta_2".

-

“Import trace from project” button: Allows the user to import the result that corresponds with a previous project having these
same results. This button shows a window where the user needs to select the “.nfp” file(s) to import the results. Then, in the
“Result Type” list, a new option appears including the name of the selected option with an added numeric value corresponding to
each imported file.

Figure 8: Import trace Window

“Delete”: remove the selectedrow for the file previously imported and close it from imported projects.
“Import”: import the results from a selected file and open the project to used its results.
“Save”: load the changes into "Trace Window" to actualice the enable imported projects.
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3.2. Trace representation Panel
This panel allows the user to configure the representation of the results and the application of formulas over the original results to
customize the results to be visualized.
- Domain: this list allows the user to select a parameter to visualize the results (applying a function to such parameter). For each
value of this parameter one result value will be visualized.
- “Parameters”: this button shows a window that allows the user to configure the options for the domain of the representation. This
window is specific for the result type selected and includes parameters such as “step”, “frequency”, “cut” (for far field), “point”,
“observation” (for near field) and “Angular Average” for results with domain in degrees and trace type as table, plot or diagram.
- Trace: this option shows the value that, as a function of the original results, will be represented as a result. This option allows the
user to customize the representation results with the operation option and the selected original results.
- Operation: this list allows the user to select an operation to be appliedto the trace results. The list contains all the operations
supported. The operations are:
<none>: apply the result type directly.
abs: returns the absolute value of the value.
acos: returns the arc cosine value in degrees.
acosr: returns the arc cosine value in radians.
ampl10: returns the amplitude in dB of a squared magnitude value.
ampl20:returns the amplitude in dB of a lineal magnitude value.
asin: returns the arc sine value in degrees.
asinr: returns the arc sine value in radians.
atan: returns the arc tangent value in degrees.
atanr: returns the arc tangent value in radians.
ceil: rounds value to the higher integer.
complex: returns a new complex number with the first parameter as real part and second parameter as imaginary
part.
cos: returns the cosine value of the value introduced in degrees.
cosr: returns the cosine value of the value introduced in radians.
dB10: returns the amplitude in dB of a squared magnitude value.
dBNormalized10: returns the normalized amplitude in dB of a squared magnitude value.
dB20: returns the amplitude in dB of a lineal magnitude value.
dBNormalized20: returns the normalized amplitude in dB of a lineal magnitude value.
deg: returns the value in degrees from a value in radians.
exp: returns the power of ‘e’ raised to the specified the value.
floor: truncates to the lower integer value.
imag: returns the imaginary part of a complex value
ln: returns the natural logarithm of the value
log: returns the logarithm in base of the first parameter form the second parameter.
log10: returns the logarithm in base 10 of the value.
max: returns the maximum value of the parameters.
min: returns the minimum value of the parameters.
mod: returns the module of a complex value.
nat10: returns the natural value of a squared magnitude. Returns a complex value if the input is complex and the
module of the natural complex if the input is real.
nat20: returns the natural value of a lineal magnitude. Returns a complex value if the input is complex and the
module of the natural complex if the input is real.
phase: returns the phase value from a complex value in natural units.
pow: returns the power of the first argument raised to second argument.
rad: returns the value in radians from a value in degrees.
random: returns a value between 0.0 and 1.0.
rcs: returns the Radar Cross Section value from the value.
real: returns the real part of a complex value.
round: returns the nearest integer value of the input value.
sin: returns the sine of the value introduced in degrees.
sinr: returns the sine of the value introduced in radians.
sqrt: returns the square root of the value.
tan: returns the tangent of the value introduced in degrees.
tanr: returns the tangent of the value introduced in radians.
- Operation "Apply" button: this button allows the user to apply the selected operation to the represented trace. There are two
possibilities to apply the operations:
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If the user selects some text in the trace text before clicking on this button, the operation will be applied over the
selected text.
If the user doesn´t select some text, the operation will be applied over the Result Type option and will be written at
the cursor position of the trace text.
- Constant: this list allows the user to select a constant to be added to the trace formula. The list contains all the constants defined.
The constants are:
E: adds the value of 'e' number.
PI: adds the value of 'PI'.
J: adds the value of the (0,1) complex number.
SubJ: adds the value of the (0,-1) complex number.
- Constant "Apply" button: this button allows the user to apply the selected constant to the trace formula. The constant will be
applied at the cursor position of the trace text.

4. Trace Results Output
This section explains the output results returned by the selected options on "Simulation Results", "Results Type" and "Results Options"
combo boxes of "Trace" window.

Far Field and Radiation Pattern Results
Simulation Results

Results Type

Results Options

Output

FarField / RadiationPattern

Lineal

ETheta

Complex natural of ETheta Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Lineal

EPhi

Complex natural of EPhi Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Lineal

ETotal

Complex natural of ETotal Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Lineal

Ex

Complex natural of Ex Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Lineal

Ey

Complex natural of Ey Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Lineal

ExEyTotal

Complex natural of ExEyTotal Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Circular

RHCP

Complex natural of RHCP Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Circular

LHCP

Complex natural of LHCP Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Circular

CircularTotal

Complex natural of CircularTotal Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Circular

AxialRatio

Axial Ratio value in dB.

FarField / RadiationPattern

+/-45

+45

Complex natural of +45 Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

+/-45

-45

Complex natural of -45 Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

3er Ludwing

3X_Co-Polar

Complex natural of 3X_Co-Polar Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

3er Ludwing

3X_Cross-Polar

Complex natural of 3X_Cross-Polar Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

3er Ludwing

3Y_Co-Polar

Complex natural of 3Y_Co-Polar Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

3er Ludwing

3Y_Cross-Polar

Complex natural of 3Y_Cross-Polar Field.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Gain

ETheta

Complex natural of ETheta Power.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Gain

EPhi

Complex natural of EPhi Power.

FarField / RadiationPattern

Gain

ETotal

Total Power value in dBi.

Far Field Results (PO Module)
Simulation Results
FarField
FarField
FarField
FarField
FarField
FarField

Results Type
VV
HV
VH
HH
VTotal
HTotal

Results Options
<<Effects>>
<<Effects>>
<<Effects>>
<<Effects>>
<<Effects>>
<<Effects>>

Output
Complex natural
Complex natural
Complex natural
Complex natural
Complex natural
Complex natural
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of HTotal Field for selected effect.
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<<Effects>> Can be "Total", "Simple Reflection", "Double Reflection", "Triple Reflection" or "Diffraction"

Near Field Results
Simulation Results

Results Type

Results Options

Output

NearField

Ex

<<Type>>

Complex natural of Ex Field of selected type.

NearField

Ey

<<Type>>

Complex natural of Ey Field of selected type.

NearField

Ez

<<Type>>

Complex natural of Ez Field of selected type.

NearField

ETotal

<<Type>>

Complex natural of ETotal Field of selected type.

NearField

Hx

<<Type>>

Complex natural of Hx Field of selected type.

NearField

Hy

<<Type>>

Complex natural of Hy Field of selected type.

NearField

Hz

<<Type>>

Complex natural of Hz Field of selected type.

NearField

HTotal

<<Type>>

Complex natural of HTotal Field of selected type.

<<Type>> Can be "Scatter", "Direct" or "Total"

Current Density Results
Simulation Results

Results Type

Results Options

Output

Current Density

X

-

Natural value of X current value.

Current Density

Y

-

Natural value of Y current value.

Current Density

Z

-

Natural value of Z current value.

Current Density

Total

-

Natural value of Total current value.

Charge Density Results
Simulation Results

Results Type

Results Options

Output

Charge Density

Density

-

Natural value of charge value.

RCS (MONCROS Module)
Simulation Results

Results Type

Results Options

Output

RCS

ETheta

-

Complex natural of ETheta Field.

RCS

EPhi

-

Complex natural of EPhi Field.

RCS

ETotal

-

Complex natural of ETotal Field.

5. Examples
In this section some basic examples of the use of the post-process functionality are shown. For the examples a case of the MOM
Module is considered. Obtain the radiation of four planes of 250mm per side centered at points (0,0,0), (0,0,0.25), (0,0,5.25) and
(0,0,5.5), on mm units, at 5.0 GHz, using a plane wave source with default parameters and the default solver parameters. The are two
'Onservation Points' defined: two planes of 100x100 mm centerd at (0 0 -0.5) and (0,0,6), on mm units and with 11x11 points.

To see more information about the chart options (when clicking on the rigth button over a chart) see section 7. Annex I "Graphics
advanced options" on GUI User-Guide.

5.1. Example 1: Table trace
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Step 1: Select “Table” option on “Post-Process” window.

Figure 9: Step 1

Step 2: Select the simulation results and the type and sub-type from it.
Step 3: Select the domain and apply the desired operations over the original results.

Figure 10: Step 2 and Step 3

Step 4: Click on “OK” and visualize the result.
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Figure 11: Step 4

5.2. Example 2: Plot trace
Step 1: Select “Plot” from the “Post-Process” window.

Figure 15: Step 1

Step 2: Select the simulation results and the type and sub-type from it.
Step 3: Select the domain and apply the desired operations over the original results.
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Figure 16: Step 2 and Step 3

Step 4: Click on “OK” button and visualize the result.
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Figure 17: Step 4

5.3. Example 3: Diagram 2D trace
Step 1: Select the “Diagram” option on the “Post-Process” window.

Figure 18: Step 1

Step 2: Select the simulation results and the type and sub-type from it.
Step 3: Select the domain and apply the desired operations over the original results.
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Figure 19: Step 2 and Step 3

Step 4: Click on “OK” button and visualize the result.
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Figure 20: Step 4

5.4. Example 4: Diagram 3D trace
Step 1: Select the “Diagram” option on “Post-Process” window.

Figure 18: Step 1

Step 2: Select the simulation results and the type and sub-type from it.
Step 3: Select the domain and apply the desired operations over the original results.

Figure 19: Step 2 and Step 3

Step 4: Click on “OK” and visualize the result.
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Figure 20: Step 4

5.5. Example 5: Text File trace
Step 1: Select the “Text File” option on “Post-Process” window.

Figure 21: Step 1
Step 2: Select the simulation results and the type and sub-type from it.
Step 3: Select the domain and apply the desired operations over the original results.
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Figure 22: Step 2 and Step 3

Step 4: Click on “OK” and visualize the result.
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Figure 23: Step 4
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